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Purdue owl sentence fragments exercise 1 answers

These OWL sources provide information and exercises on how to clarify sentences and in particular how to explain sentence sentences, sentence fragments, sentence structure and subject-verb agreement. Please use the navigation bar on the left or the links below to access individual exercises. Summary: These listeners provide an overview of sentence fragments and
examples. Fragments are missing sentences. Usually, fragments are sentence fragments that have become disconnected from the main sentence. One of the easiest ways to fix them is to remove the period between the part and the main thread. The newly merged sentence may need other types of punctuation. Below are some examples with parts shown in red. Punctuation
and/or words added to make corrections are highlighted in blue. Note that the part is a dependent thread or long-term that frequently follows the main thread. Track: Purdue engineering provides many greats. Like electrical, chemical and industrial engineering. Possible Revision: Purdue offers many main products in engineering, such as electrical, chemical and industrial
engineering. Track: Coach Dietz exemplary of this behavior by walking off the field in the middle of a game. We were leaving his team when we needed him. Possible Revision: Coach Dietz exemplary this behavior by walking off the field in the middle of a game, leaving his team at a time when we needed him. I need to find a new roommate. Because what I have right now isn't
going so well. Possible Revision: I need to find a new roommate because the room I have now is not going so well. Piece: Housing is missing as is the current city policy. That's why we believe the proposed changes should be passed. Possible Revision: We believe the proposed changes should be passed, as the current city policy on housing is lacking in its current form. You may
have noticed that newspaper and magazine reporters use an addicted substance as a separate sentence, clearly complying with the main article above, as in the last example above. It's a traditional journalistic practice, often used for emphasis. For academic writing and other more formal writing situations, however, you should avoid such journalistic piece sentences. Some parts
are not parts of sentences that are not bound to the main item; it is written as the main joke, but it lacks the subject or the main verb. No main verb Fragment: a story with deep thoughts and emotions. Possible Revisions: Direct object: He told a story with deep thoughts and emotions. Appositive: Gilman's Yellow Wallpaper, a story with deep thoughts and emotions, has impressed
critics for years. Trailer: All kinds of toys thrown everywhere. Possible Revisions: Full verb: All kinds of toys were thrown everywhere. Direct object: They found all kinds of toys thrown everywhere. Fragment: A success record that begins when He was hired first. Possible Revisions: Direct object: I noticed a record of success that began when you first hired The main verb: A
success record began when you were first hired. No Subject Part: The ultimate effect of all advertising is to sell the product. Possible Revisions: Remove prepayment: The ultimate effect of all advertising is to sell the product. Trailer: With too much emphasis on polls, he might say that a political leader might not want to propose innovative policies. Possible Revisions: Remove
prepositions: Paying too much attention to polls can make a political leader unwilling to propose innovative policies. He fired Phil for freelance work for a contestant. Possible Revisions: Remove the presem: Do freelance work for an opponent Phil is fired. Rearranging: Phil was fired for doing freelance work for an opponent. These last three examples of non-subject parts are also
known as mixed structures, that is, sentences consisting of mixed parts. They start somehow (usually with a long presem of preceding), but end with a regular predicate. Usually the preemed object (usually a gerund, as in the last two examples) is designed as the subject of the sentence, so initially presethal removal is often the easiest way to correct such errors. There are no
uppercase or periods to mark the beginnings and endings of sentences in the following paragraph. Add uppercase letters, periods, commas, and/or other punctuation that may be required to make word groups in full sentences. Your goal is to make sure there are no parts. ... My brother was always my best friend when I was a kid, especially when we were both almost alone in the
world, living in a little house, almost in a saken, with our old grandmother, every time I think about her, now I see something serious. A boy in charge of the boy in charge once looked at me regardless of a bully John Anson looked at me regardless of his years when an average twelve-year-old John had me because he loved me Littice Grant loved me he decided to beat me in
front of his eyes why my brother came and stood there in a way that never intervened. Go to answers This resource contains three exercises on the increased difficulty parts that you want you to identify and correct sentence fragments. You can print exercises and correct errors by filling in the free month with the appropriate end. Click the Go to Responses link to see the answers
for this exercise. Please use the navigation bar on the left or the links below to access individual exercises. This exercise allows you to practice your knowledge of sentence fragments by acting as the editor of sample sentences. Click the link at the bottom of the page to see the answers. Fragments Exercise 2 This exercise requires you to apply your knowledge of sentence
fragments by correcting and reviewing sample sentences. Click the link at the bottom of the page to see the answers. Sentence Fragments Practice 3 This exercise allows you to review the sample paragraph and apply your knowledge of sentence fragments. Click the link at the bottom of the page to see the answers. Here are some suggested responses. The wrong segments are
featured in bold italics with justified and corrected sentences. You may have other solutions. 1. How can a person find patriotism in a local nightclub? It didn't take long. About four weeks ago at a small nightclub in Louisville, Kentucky, a few of my friends, Rick and Lon, are the two who provided entertainment for the club that night. (dependent sym taker) How can a person find
patriotism in a local nightclub? It didn't take long. About four weeks ago in a small nightclub in Louisville, Kentucky, several of my friends Rick and Lon opened up with the duo, Star Spangled Banner and then America, Beautiful, which provided entertainment for the club that night. 2. For the past two decades, the Polling Research Center at the University of Michigan has been
measuring the level of trust and trust of Americans in their politicians and their political institutions and leaders in semi-political trust and trust. To be at all levels of political government and semi-political churches, labor unions, large professional/business associations, educational institutions, and so on. As a result, there has been a sharp decline every year since 1964. (no master
verb) For the past two decades, the Polling Research Center at the University of Michigan has been measuring Americans' levels of trust and confidence in their politicians and political institutions and leaders. It means at all levels of political government and includes semi-political churches, labor unions, major professional/business associations, educational institutions and so on.
As a result, there has been a sharp decline every year since 1964. For 3,200 years, Americans believed in better jobs, better homes, a better life for a child. That trust no longer exists. Polls show that the number of Americans who think they are doing better today than they were five years ago is small. A group of public opinion analysis found themselves seeing themselves as in
large numbers of Americans, sometimes and in some places, lower on the ladder. Adding to worse living conditions and expectations of further declines over the next five years. For 200 years, Americans believed in better jobs, better homes, a better life, a better life for their children. That trust no longer exists. Polls show that the number of Americans who think they are doing
better today than they were five years ago is small. A public opinion analysis group, I see americans as in large numbers, at times and in some places, lower on the ladder with worse living conditions and expectations of further declines over the next five years. 4. Looking at the picture on the left, you see an old woman. You have a funny look on your face. It's like he wants to be
alone and alone. He's seen a lot, too, and he seems to have a lot experienced. (dependent sym taker) When you look at the picture on the left, you see an old woman. He's got a funny look on his face, like he's alone and he wants to be alone. He's seen a lot, too, and he seems to have a lot experienced. 5. A president is an appointed leader. Someone who's a decision maker in
our government's executive branch. (no master verb) That doesn't mean the person people choose is talented. I hope so. (no topics) His track record as a politician assumes throughout his accumulation of experience and use cases throughout the year. (no topics) The president is an appointed leader, the decision-maker in the executive branch of our government. That doesn't
mean the person people choose is talented. They just hope that's why I assume it's based on his track record as a politician, the accumulation of experience and use cases over the years. Back to Questions
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